
1 aux used with another verb to form questions or negatives パズル(Puzzle)３３

2 abbr the road to the north and south in New York City , not " street "

5 pron used for emphasis to mean " a single "

6 n the gases around the Earth , which we breathe

8
adv,
prep ⇔   down

10 v to have a feeling as if a lot of sharp points are being put quickly and lightly into your body

11 n the part of your body inside your head which you use to think , feel , and move

13 n a first hit in tennis or volleyball  that is so good that your opponent cannot reach it

15 n a word that has the same sound or ends with the same sound as another word

17 adj comparative of good ＣＲＯＳＳＷＯＲＤ  ＰＵＺＺＬＥ

18 v Dr. Clark said, "Boys, 〇〇 ambitious!" 1 2 3 4

19 n a large area of salty water 5 6 7

21 abbr in the year of Our Lord 8 9 10

22 n the movement you make when you put one foot in front of the other when walking 11

12

13 14 15 16

1 n a mixture of CLAY , etc. that was used in the past for making walls 17

2 adj funny, silly, or strange behaviour  ,  not "antique" 18 19 20

3 n one of the tubes through which blood flows to your heart from other parts of your body 21 22

4 n nothing or ZERO

6 adv used to say how far back in the past something happened <ANAGRAM>

7 adj having the colour of blood

9 v to continue doing something that has already been started

12 number Poker hands  "pair" ,  "two pairs" ,  " 〇〇〇〇〇 of a kind"

13 n a Swedish pop supergroup formed in Stockholm in 1972 , hit song "Dancing Queen"

14 abbr a 1982 American science fiction film produced and directed by Steven Spielberg

15 v to stop working or moving and relax for a period of time

16 v to make lines or petterns on metal,glass,or stone,using tools or chemicals

20 abbr an American not-for-profit news agency headquartered in New York City , founded in 1846

across

down


